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Panjabi Class Homework
Grade – 5
Date – 9/15/2018

1st hour: (Sarbjit Singh)
Gurbani/History:
In our class we learnt about the evolution of Gurduaras - Part 1.
Based on the class discussions, please answer the following questions in PUNJABI (30
points):
1. For each Guru, there were certain attributes on how the Gurudaras

were used. Pick two Gurus and discuss/explain how the Gurus utilized
the Gurduara. In your answer provide the following:
a. How was the Gurduara used (eg. Refuge)?
b. Which Guru promoted this attribute?
c. Briefly describe a sakhi to support this attribute.
d. Provide at least one quotation from Gurbani that provides us the
teachings for this attribute. Also provide the meaning of the
quotation line.
e. Provide works cited (Name of Book, Name of Author, Page
number)
2. Write the shabad that talks about Mata Khivi and Langar. Include page
number, source and whose Baani it is.
Note: You can utilize help from any source including parents, bhai sahib, internet
etc to complete this homework.
2nd hour: (Arvind Singh)
1. Sohila Sahib research: Look up and write word meanings (in English) and sentence
translations (in Punjabi) for Shabads 2 & 3 of Sohila Sahib in your workbooks.
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2. Sakhi: (Assigned to one person in class): Present the Guru Nanak Sakhi in punjabi about
Jagannath temple Aarti.
3. Sohila Sahib quiz: Quiz will include Shabad 1 messages, word translation, Gurmat
messages and Sakhi about Guru Nanak's wedding.
4. Nitnem Recitation: Practice your assigned Paath (Rehras Sahib or Jaap Sahib) regularly.
You will be evaluated on fluency, pronunciation and mistake-free recitation. You will get
extra credit for memorizing as much of the Paath as you can.
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